therefore verified by comparison to partially formed structures as shown in the SI. Using image analysis to derive a quantitative comparison of the electropherograms in Figure 2C , the estimated yield for the core structure formed in PBS was around 65%, while the same structure in TAE with Mg 2+ had a yield of close to 80%. As the switch structure is more efficiently formed when 1×TAE with MgCl 2 is used, this buffer was employed in all subsequent work. Figure S1 . Gel electropherograms characterizing the switch assembly formation. Both 2.5×PBS and TAE supplemented with 12.5 mM MgCl 2 were assayed as assembly buffers to assure good formation while minimizing non-specific interactions. Samples were then separated in 2% agarose gels. Both buffers are suitable, but TAE with MgCl 2 was used for its slightly improved performance. Single Input Logic. We begin evaluating the potential of the DNA scaffold system by creating single input logic gates, i.e., that process one input to produce a meaningful output. In particular, we devised a simple yes/no buffer gate where the presence or absence of an input produces an ON/1 or OFF/0 response, respectively, see Figure S3 , with the input provided by a DNA linker strand (9 base ssDNA linker). Three distinct buffer gates were created by including (or excluding) the 9 base ssDNA linker between the Cy3 and Cy3.5 (L1 switch), the Cy3.5 and Cy5 (L2 switch), or the Cy3 and Cy5 (L3 switch), Figure S3i . These three structures are formed such that each state, whether ON or OFF, is annealed separately. The corresponding PL spectra for the L1, L2, and L3 switches are also displayed in Figure S3i (bottom) with the PL shown for each in the absence (yellow spectra) and presence of the linker (blue spectra). These PL spectra are converted into a Boolean logic output by quantizing the ratio of the PL peak height of the FRET acceptor dye to that of the donor ( Figure S3iii ). In the case of the L2 and L3 switches, a PL ratio threshold of 0.2 was established so that PL peak height ratios above 0.2 are converted to ON/1 outputs while those below become OFF/0. For the L1 switch the PL ratio threshold was set to 0.5 in order to compensate for direct excitation of the Cy3.5 dye. This latter adjustment highlights an important underlying point about such multi-dye constructs and FRET, namely that some donor-acceptor combinations will be more susceptible to direct acceptor excitation or more efficient than others at the same nominal distance, and the assignment of thresholds needs to consider this and not remain static assuming one value will suffice for all.
S-5 Figure S3 . Two-arm single input device. i) Schematic showing the formation of the three different one linker (input) structures along with respective spectra for each when the linker is present (blue) or not (yellow). ii) These spectra correspond to a buffer gate that reflects the yes/no (ON/1 or OFF/0) status of the 9 base linker. iii) Shows the output signal and assigned output state for each structure. Note, that due to the close spectral overlap of Cy3 and Cy3.5, the designated threshold must be set higher than the other two dye sets. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least n = 3 experiments. S-6 
